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Film soundtrack task
Task: You have been asked to select music to match the scenes. The songs we
played you earlier were the ones we have the rights to. We can probably just
about afford to license one more song. So, if you have a suggestion for one that
would work, we can probably manage that. Oh and the ending; any ideas?

Scene
no.
1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

Location
A party in
mid-summer

Description

A guy and a girl meet in the kitchen as both are looking
to get away from the main room and begin to chat. At
the end of the chat they both look back as they walk
away from each other.
On a train
The guy is sat on a train thinking about the previous
evening and the girl.
In the office
The girl is thinking about the guy
At a street
They bump into each other and go for coffee. They
market
spend ages staring into each other’s eyes.
Park
Romantic picnic in the park.
Months later, The conversation turns into an argument. Both of them
now winter.
are sniping at each other. He leaves, slamming the door
At the girl’s
as he goes.
fashionable
apartment
On a train
She is sat, staring into space, looking sad.
In the office
He sits at his desk reading old messages.
His kitchen / He calls her, they end up arguing again. They finish the
Her hallway
relationship.
Cold winter’s She is walking by the river, looking sad. It is clearly
day
cold, but she seems unaffected.
Late spring
They make eye-contact and acknowledge each other.
at the same
After a few minutes he runs after her to speak to her.
street market
The same as Unsure. – you need to complete this.
above.
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Target Language

Suggestions:
We could maybe …
What about if we used this …
What do you think of …
I think we should choose this because/as …
If we used this one here, then we could …

Agreement:
Yes, I think that would work …
Totally, because …
I’m with you on that …

Polite disagreement:
Ok, I see what you mean but what about …
Yes, I like that, but do you think …
Hmmmm, I’m not sure if that works because …

Summing up:
So, you think we should …
So, you are saying that …
Ok, so we are going to …
Ok, to sum up are we going to …

